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Multiconfiguration linear response approach to the calculation of parity
violating potentials in polyatomic molecules

Robert Berger and Martin Quacka)

Laboratorium für Physikalische Chemie, ETH-Zu¨rich (Zentrum), CH-8092 Zu¨rich, Switzerland

~Received 23 August 1999; accepted 12 October 1999!

We present a multiconfiguration linear response approach to electroweak quantum chemistry
including effects from the parity violating weak nuclear force. Compared to our previous
configuration interaction singles-restricted Hartree–Fock~CIS-RHF! approach@A. Bakasov, T. K.
Ha, and M. Quack, J. Chem. Phys.109, 7263~1998!#, the parity violating potentialEpv is introduced
by the linear response function and by solving the linear response equations in a direct iterative
manner. Calculations are carried out within the multiconfiguration linear response approximation
~MCLR! and its special cases, the configuration interaction approach~CI! and the random phase
approximation~RPA!. The systematic approach presented here, provides a systematic check and
improvement upon various approximations used in the calculation ofEpv . Extensive results are
obtained for hydrogen peroxide at the CISDT~CI singles, doubles and triples! and CISDTQ~CI
singles, doubles, triples, and quadruples! as well as at the complete active space
self-consistent-field–linear response~CASSCF–LR! level. We compare to carlier results at the
CIS-RHF level and confirm the order of magnitude increase inEpv reported earlier as compared to
the widely used single determinant excitation-restricted Hartree–Fock~SDE-RHF! method. The
new approach overcomes previous limitations for calculatingEpv with biradicaloid structures such
as twisted ethylene, for which numerical results are presented. This allows us to calculateEpv for a
similar unsaturated system such as allene derivatives, which may be of experimental interest.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!30102-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of parity violation1,2 and the formulation
of electroweak theory3–5 quickly led to qualitative estimate
of the effect of parity violation in atoms and molecules6–11as
well as to quantitative quantum chemical calculations12–20

~for more extensive review see Refs. 21 and 22!. The large
majority of the earlier calculations was based on the sin
determinant excitation-restricted Hartree–Fock~SDE-RHF!
approach by Hegstromet al.15 leading to the first understand
ing of the magnitude of parity violating potentials,Epv , in
polyatomic molecules. Exciting results recently obtain
with the configuration interaction singles-restricted Hartre
Fock ~CIS-RHF! approach suggest thatEpv is actually an
order of magnitude larger than previously predicted. T
increase ofEpv by an order of magnitude has led to a com
pletely changed outlook on the effects of parity violation.21,22

For example, a larger value ofEpv has profound conse
quences for experiments proposed to measure effects oEpv

in chiral molecules17,23–28as well as for the possible role o
parity violation in the evolution of biochemica
homochirality.8,14–17,24,27,29,30While the results of Refs. 21
and 22 have already been qualitatively confirmed31,32 with
independent calculations33 ~see also Ref. 34!, there is clearly
a need for a systematic approach to ‘‘electroweak quan
chemistry’’ as we have called it.21,22,35

An important aspect of systematic approaches to qu
tum chemical calculations in general is the proper inclus

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
quack@ir.phys.chem.ethz.ch
3140021-9606/2000/112(7)/3148/11/$17.00
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of electron correlation. Multiconfiguration methods a
known to give an adequate qualitative and in the full-CI lim
exact description of correlation effects. It is thus the aim
this paper to introduce a multiconfiguration linear respon
~MCLR! method for the calculation ofEpv , which satisfies
the need for such a systematic approach, allowing one
study various successive levels of accuracy in the calcula
and thereby to judge the validity of results from variou
successive approximations.

In short, our new approach confirms that the major p
of the increase inEpv is indeed recovered by the CIS-RH
method.21,22 However, the MCLR approach allows us t
overcome some serious limitations of the CIS-RHF meth
already previously noted for molecules with potentially b
radicaloid structures such as twisted ethylene. The MC
approach also overcomes the problem of convergence in
sum-over-states expression forEpv . We briefly outline the
general theory and computational strategy and then pre
selected results on molecular examples which may serv
test cases and benchmarks for comparison.

II. THEORY

A. General background

For completeness, we briefly present here the gen
equations used in the theory of parity violation in molecul
Much of this goes back to atomic12,13 and molecular14,15 cal-
culations two decades ago, and we refer to Ref. 22 for a v
detailed and careful recent description.

Within the nonrelativistic framework the parity violatin
il:
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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electron–nucleus interaction operatorĤpv
e–nucl of a molecular

system withN nuclei andn electrons is given in atomic unit
by12,13,15,17,22,35,36

Ĥpv
e–nucl5(

i 51

n

ĥpv
e–nucl~ i !

5(
i 51

n

@ ĥpv
~1!~ i !1ĥpv

~2!~ i !1ĥpv
~3!~ i !#

5
GFa

2A2
(
i 51

n F (
A51

N

Qw~A!$pŴ i•sŴ i ,d3~rW i2rWA!%1

1 (
A51

N

~2lA!~124 sin2 uw!$pŴ i•IŴA ,d3~rW i2rWA!%1

1 (
A51

N

2ilA~124 sin2 uw!

3~sŴ i3IŴA!•@pŴ i ,d3~rW i2rWA!#G ~1!

with GF52.222 54310214 Eh representing the Ferm
constant,22 a the fine structure constant,Qw(A)5ZA(1
24 sin2 uw)2NA , ZA the number of protons in nucleusA, NA

its number of neutrons andIŴA its nuclear spin operator
sin2 uw the Weinberg parameter,pŴ i the linear momentum op

erator of electroni andsŴ i its spin operator,d3(xW ) the Dirac
delta distribution,rWm the position vector of particlem, lA a
factor which is close to unity36,37 @•,•# the commutator and
$•,•%1 the anticommutator. Whileĥpv

(2)( i ) and ĥpv
(3)( i ) are

important for parity violating effects in NMR spectra17,38,39

they can usually be ignored when calculating parity violat
potentials of chiral molecules. Sinceĥpv

(2)( i ) andĥpv
(3)( i ) van-

ish naturally when sin2 uw50.25, we have used this theore
ical value for most of the calculations within this work. F
comparison with future experiments, however, in selec
cases we applied the current experimental value of sin2 uw

50.2319, the quantitative differences between the two
of calculations being small.

As has been frequently pointed out, the expectat
value of Ĥpv for a nondegenerate singlet eigenstateu0& of a
purely electrostatic HamiltonianĤ0 vanishes. Therefore, on
has to consider additional terms in order to obtain nonv
ishing parity violating potentials. These additional terms c
either be explicitly included in the molecular Hamiltonian
estimated via perturbation theory. Usually, the spin–orbit
teraction is expected to account for the strongest coup
effects and thus for the largest first-order correction to
molecular wave function. The operator~in atomic units! for
this interaction reads in the Breit–Pauli form as40–43

ĤSO5
a2

2
F(

i 51

n

(
A51

N

ZA

lŴi ,A•sŴ i

urWA2rW i u3
1(

i 51

n

(
j Þ i

n
lŴi , j~sŴ i12sŴ j !

urW i2rW j u3 G ,

~2!

wherelŴi ,m refers to the orbital angular momentum of electr
i with respect to the position of particlem. In second-order
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perturbation theory the operatorsĤpv andĤSO give rise to a
nonvanishing parity violating potential according to7,15,22

Epv52 ReH(
j

^0uĤpvuC j&^C j uĤSOu0&
E02Ej

J , ~3!

whereu0& denotes the reference state of interest,E0 the cor-
responding energy anduC j& the jth excited state with energy
Ej . In the following discussion we will restrict ourselves
a singlet reference state. This allows us to save comp
tional work becauseĤpv andĤSO couple a singlet state only
to the triplet manifold. Therefore, we can omit all nontripl
states from the summation in Eq.~3!.

If we make additional assumptions about the nature
the reference and the triplet states, we can rewrite the gen
equation~3! in a more explicit form. Within the SDE-RHF
approach, for instance, the reference state is assumed
the restricted Hartree–Fock ground stateu0RHF&, while the
manifold of the excited triplet states is approximated by s
gly excited Slater determinantsuF i→ j&. Taking into account
only one-electron terms of the spin–orbit coupling opera

ĤSO, that is ĤSO5( i 51
n ĥSO( i )5( i 51

n (A51
N f A(rW i2rWA) lŴi ,A

•sŴ i , the parity violating potential has the followin
form:14,15,44

Epv5
GFa

A2
(

i

occ

(
j

unocc

(
A51

N

(
B51

N

QW~A!

3
^f i u$pŴ 1 ,d3~rW12rWA!%1uf j&^f j u f B~rW12rWB!lŴ1,Buf i&

e i2e j1Ji j
.

~4!

Hereuf i& anduf j& represent occupied and virtual spati
molecular orbitals with orbital energiese i and e j , respec-
tively. In the pioneering work of Hegstromet al.15 and in
some later calculations the denominator of Eq.~4! has been
approximated solely by the orbital energy difference
whereas an exact treatment requires the knowledge of
Coulomb integralJi j @or alternatively the use of accurat
energiesE02Ej in Eq. ~3!#.

While the SDE-RHF method has the merit of simplicit
it suffers from the usually unsatisfactory description of ele
tronically excited states with a single-determinant wa
function.

The main goal of the CIS-RHF approach21,22 is to im-
prove the description of the excited triplet states entering
sum in Eq.~3!. While this method still relies on the RHF
ground stateu0RHF&, the excited triplet states are now th
eigenstates of a configuration interaction calculation us
singly excited determinants as basis functions. The pa
violating potential then reads22
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Epv5
GFa

A2
(

n
(

i

occ

(
j

unocc

(
k

occ

(
l

unocc

Ci→ j
n ~MS!

3Ck→ l
n ~MS! (

A51

N

(
B51

N

QW~A!

3
^f i u$pŴ 1 ,d3~rW12rWA!%1uf j&^f j u f B~rW12rWB!lŴ1,Buf i&

E02En
,

~5!

where uF i→ j& is a singly excited triplet configuration sta
function with quantum numberMS of thez-component of the
electron spin and whereCi→ j

n (MS) is the coefficient of this
configuration state function entering the electronic trip
state uCn& which corresponds to the same value ofMS .
Since summation over the three triplet components has b
performed when deriving Eq.~5!, we are free to choose th
coefficients of the configuration state functions for one of
MS values, that is either21, 0 or 11.

Obviously, this approach is superior to the SDE-RH
due to the improved description of the excited triplet stat
However, one of its drawbacks is that a large number
electronically excited states is required since the sum-o
states expansion converges very slowly.21,22 Also, in quite a
few cases the single-determinant description accounts
only a qualitative picture of the reference state and fails co
pletely for the limiting case of a biradical compound. The
fore, the SDE-RHF and CIS-RHF approaches suffer from
deficiencies of the RHF approximation for the reference s
as has been demonstrated in Ref. 22 for twisted ethyl
Both difficulties can be avoided with the conceptually diffe
ent multiconfiguration linear response approach,45 which we
use in this paper for the calculation of parity violating pote
tials.

B. Multiconfiguration linear response „MCLR…

approach to electroweak molecular
quantum chemistry

In the framework of response theory the parity violati
potential Epv is given by the linear response function~de-
noted by^^.;.&&v1

)

Epv5^^ĤSO;Ĥpv&&v1505^^Ĥpv ;ĤSO&&v150 ~6!

which is itself defined via the time evolution of the expec
tion value of the operator on the left-hand side of the se
colon, according to

Aav~ t !5^0uÂu0&1E
2`

`

^^Â;B̂v1&&v1
exp@2 iv1t#dv1

1higher order terms, ~7!

whereAav(t) is the time development of the average value
the operatorÂ and B̂v1 the interaction operator in the fre
quency domain.
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In the MCSCF approximation the reference stateu0&,
which is not necessarily the electronic ground state, is
panded in a basis of configuration state functions~CSF!
uFm& according to

u0&5(
m

Cm
0 uFm& ~8!

with each CSF being a linear combination of Slater deter
nants.

As in common MCSCF calculations the response eq
tions are solved in the subspace generated by the orbita
citation and de-excitation operatorsq̂i

1 and q̂i with q̂i
1

5âp
1âq , p.q and the state transfer operatorsR̂i

1 and R̂i

with R̂i
15u i &^0u and $u i &% denoting the orthogonal comple

ment of the reference stateu0& ~see Ref. 45!.
In our case, where we have static perturbations (v1

50), a singlet reference state and operators inducing a c
pling to the triplet manifold~see Refs. 46–48 for this specia
type of operator!, the general equation~6.7! of Ref. 45 reads

Epv5^^Ĥpv ;ĤSO&&05HW pv
@1#†~E@2#!21HW SO

@1# ~9!

with gradient-type vectors with elements

Hpv,i
@1# 5^0u@ T̂i

1 ,Ĥpv#u0&, ~10!

HSO,i
@1# 5^0u@ T̂i

1 ,ĤSO#u0&, ~11!

and the generalized Hessian matrix45

E@2#5S A B

B* A* D , ~12!

where

A5S ^0u@ q̂ j ,@Ĥ0 ,q̂l
1##u0& ^0u@@ q̂ j ,Ĥ0#,R̂l

1#u0&

^0u@R̂j ,@Ĥ0 ,q̂l
1##u0& ^0u@R̂j ,@Ĥ0 ,R̂l

1##u0&
D , ~13!

B5S ^0u@ q̂ j ,@Ĥ0 ,q̂l ##u0& ^0u@@ q̂ j ,Ĥ0#,R̂l #u0&

^0u@R̂j ,@Ĥ0 ,q̂l ##u0& ^0u@R̂j ,@Ĥ0 ,R̂l ##u0&
D ~14!

using the vector operatorTŴ 5(qŴ 1,RŴ 1,qŴ ,RŴ ) with elementsT̂i

as a short-hand notation.45 qŴ 1 and qŴ are in our case triplet

excitation and de-excitation operators andRŴ 1, RŴ are
singlet–triplet state transfer operators~see Refs. 46–48!.

Equation ~9! can be solved in a two-step procedure45

First we solve the linear response equation

E@2#NW 5HW SO
@1# ~15!

for the vectorNW carrying the orbital excitation and configu
ration amplitudes. Then this vector is contracted withHW pv

@1# to
yield

^^Ĥpv ;ĤSO&&v1505HW pv
@1#†NW ~16!

which is the quantity of interest. The linear response eq
tions can be solved in a direct iterative manner without
plicitly constructing the Hessian matrix.45,46,49
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The structure of the gradient-type vectorHW pv
@1# is equiva-

lent to the one-electron part ofHW SO
@1# , which has been de

scribed in Refs. 46 and 47. In second-quantization langu
HW pv reads

Ĥpv5(
i

(
j

hW i j •sŴ i j ~17!

with i and j representing molecular orbital indices and

hW i j 5
GFa

2A2
(
A51

N

QW~A!^f i u$pŴ 1 ,d3~rW12rWA!%1uf j&, ~18!

ŝi j
x 5

âia
1 â j b1âib

1 â j a

2
, ~19!

ŝi j
y 5

âia
1 â j b2âib

1 â j a

2i
, ~20!

ŝi j
z 5

âia
1 â j a2âib

1 â j b

2
. ~21!

The spin-part of the parity violating operator is identic
to the spin-part of the one-electron term ofĤSO and can
therefore be treated in a similar manner—except, of cou
for the modified spatial part. The Dalton program50 is ca-
pable to compute second-order energy corrections du
spin–orbit coupling in the multiconfiguration linear respon
approximation and two of its special cases, namely the r
dom phase approximation~RPA!, where only orbital excita-
tion and de-excitation operators are involved, and the c
figuration interaction approach, where only the state-tran
operators are included.

Therefore, we modified the Dalton program in order
compute the parity violating potentialEpv in the MCLR ap-
proximation. Since within the programĤpv can be treated on
the same footing as the one-electron part ofĤSO, the only
necessary step was to allow for the computation of the s
tial part of the matrix elements ofĤpv in the atomic orbital
basis$uxm&%. Essentially these matrix elements are

^xmu“1d3~rW12rWC!1d3~rW12rWC!“1uxn&

5^xmud3~rW12rWC!u“1xn&2^“1xmud3~rW12rWC!uxn&,

~22!

whererW1 denotes the position vector of electron 1 with co
ponentsx1 , y1 , z1,“1 is the corresponding Nabla operato
and rWC the position vector of nucleusC. When the spatial
atomic orbitals are expanded in terms of~unnormalized!
Gaussians

GiW~rW1 ,a,rWA!5Gi x
~x1 ,a,xA!Gi y

~y1 ,a,yA!Gi z
~z1 ,a,zA!

5x1A
i x y1A

i y z1A
i z exp@2a~x1A

2 1y1A
2 1z1A

2 !#,

~23!

where we usedx1A5x12xA and similar expressions for th
y- and z-components, then thex-component of the integra
given in Eq.~22! is
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E GiW~rW1 ,a,rWA!d3~rW1C!
]GjW~rW1 ,b,rWB!

]x1
drW1

2E ]GiW~rW1 ,a,rWA!

]x1
d3~rW1C!GjW~rW1 ,b,rWB!drW1

5@xCA
i x ~ j xxCB

j x21
22bxCB

j x11
!2~ i xxCA

i x21
22axCA

i x11
!xCB

j x #

3yCA
i y yCB

j y zCA
i z zCB

i z exp@2prCP
2 # ~24!

with xCA5xC2xA and similar expressions for other comp
nents as well asp5a1b and P5@(arWA1brWB)/p# as a
short-hand notation. Likewise the remaining components
the spatial part of the parity violating operator can be co
puted.

As an alternative route we used the McMurchie
Davidson scheme51 for the computation of the spatial part o
the matrix elements ofĤpv , since this scheme is frequentl
applied in the Dalton program for the computation of oth
property integrals. The central concept of this method is
expand the product of two Gaussians~the so-called overlap
distribution! in terms of Hermite functions according to

V i xj x
5Gi x

~x1 ,a,xA!Gj x
~x1 ,b,xB!

5 (
tx50

i x1 j x

Ei xj x

tx L tx
~x1 ,p,xP! ~25!

and analogue equations for they- andz-components, where
L tx

(x1 ,p,xP)5(]/]xP) tx exp@2pxP
2# and where theEi xj x

tx are

expansion coefficients, which can be computed via rec
rence relations.51

Due to the equality 2(]/]x1)Gj x
(x1 ,b,xB)

5(]/]xB)Gj x
(x1 ,b,xB) we can write

V i xj
x8
52Gi x

~x1 ,a,xA!
]

]x1
Gj x

~x1 ,b,xB!

5
]V i xj x

]xB
5 (

tx50

i x1 j x11

E
i xj

x8

tx L tx
~x1 ,p,xP!, ~26!

where E
i xj

x8

tx 52bEi xj x11
tx 2 j xEi xj x21

tx and in analogyE
i
x8 j x

tx

52aEi x11 j x

tx 2 i xEi x21 j x

tx . Then we can write the left-hand

side of Eq.~24! as

2E ]V iW jW

]xB
d~rW1C!drW11E ]V iW jW

]xA
d~rW1C!drW1

5 (
tx50

i x1 j x11

(
ty50

i y1 j y

(
tz50

i z1 j z

~2E
i xj

x8

tx 1E
i
x8 j x

tx !Ei yj y

ty Ei zj z

tz

3E L tx
d~x1C!dx1E L ty

d~y1C!dy1E L tz
d~z1C!dz1

5 (
tx50

i x1 j x11

(
ty50

i y1 j y

(
tz50

i z1 j z

~E
i
x8 j x

tx 2E
i xj

x8

tx !Ei yj y

ty Ei zj z

tz

3L tx
~xC ,p,xP!L ty

~yC ,p,yP!L tz
~zC ,p,zP!. ~27!

Since the Hermite functionsL t(x1 ,p,xP) are related to the
Hermite polynomialsHt(j) via
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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L t~x1 ,p,xP!5at/2Ht~a1/2x1P!exp@2ax1P
2 # ~28!

the well-known recurrence relations of the Hermite polyn
mials can be used in oder to compute the Hermite functio

In the following section we present the results obtain
for parity violating potentials in hydrogen peroxide and e
ylene using our modified version of the Dalton program.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hydrogen peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide has a chiral equilibrium geome
with a low barrier for the stereomutation interconverting t
two enantiomeric structures. Theoretical investigations
vealed that extensive basis sets as well as highly correl
electronic wave functions are required in order to obt
proper structural parameters for the chiral equilibrium geo
etries and reliable barrier heights for their interconvers
~see Refs. 52 and 53 and references cited therein!.

Nevertheless, previous nonrelativistic calculations of
parity violating potential in hydrogen peroxide16,21,22,31used
the SDE-RHF, CIS-RHF or the RP approximations, wh
still base on an RHF ground state picture. One is tempte
argue, thatĤpv andĤSO depend essentially on the charac
of the wave functions in the vicinity of the nucleus and le
on the diffuse part responsible for the interaction between
nonbonding orbitals at the oxygen atoms, which requires c
related wave functions to be described properly. Theref
one would expect that comparatively low-level approac
may provide a reasonable estimate of the parity violat
potential, but this needs to be confirmed explicitly. T
MCLR approach enables us to judge, whether previous
proximations are justified. In order to do so, we first calc
lated the parity violating potential with different method
applying the relatively small 6-31G basis set. Then we st
ied the basis set dependence of the parity violating poten
addressing especially the question, whether tight, diffuse

FIG. 1. Structure and orientation of the hydrogen peroxide enantiomer
in this study~P-enantiomer, see Ref. 65!.
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polarization functions are required for a proper description
Epv . We further investigated the interplay of the one- a
two-electron spin–orbit terms.

For comparison with previous studies16,21,22,31we used
the same geometry~O–O and H–O bond lengths of 149 pm
and 97 pm, respectively, as well as anH–O–O angle of
100.0°! and varied the dihedral anglea between 0 and 180
degrees for the P-enantiomer shown in Fig. 1~M-enantiomer
from 180° to 360°!.

Table I shows the results obtained for the various me
ods using the 6-31G basis set. The data for the CIS metho
essentially the same as in Ref. 22. Differences are due to
one-center approximation as well as the effective o
electron operator for the spin–orbit coupling term used the
The RPA values, however, deviate significantly from tho
given in Ref. 31. This can be attributed to the bare nucl
potential for the one-electron part of the spin–orbit opera
used in Ref. 31, where the two-electron terms were
glected. As is well known from spin–orbit coupling calcul
tions ~see for instance Refs. 47 and 54! and as has been
explicitly demonstrated in Ref. 19 for the parity violatin
potential, the two-electron terms of the spin–orbit coupli
operator are essential if a bare nucleus potential is u
However, one can to some extent compensate the influe
of the two-electron terms with an effective screened nucl
potentialZeff which serves as an adjustable parameter for
calculation. For oxygenZeff50.66Z is a commonly chosen
parameter, and consequently the RPA results forEpv of Ref.
31 are too large by a factor of approximately 1.5.

Inspection of the results obtained for the various me
ods using the theoretical and the experimental value
sin2 uw shows that a simple scaling with the factor 0.231
0.25 of the data based on the theoretical value for the W
berg angleuw yields data almost exactly coinciding with th

ed

TABLE I. Parity violating potentials as a function of torsional angle
hydrogen peroxide for various methods~see text for acronyms! using 6-31 G
as basis set.

Method Basis set

Epv /(10220Eh)

30° 60° 90° 120° 150°

RPA 6-31G 235.20 230.37 6.08 38.74 36.88
RPAa 6-31G 232.65 228.17 5.64 35.94 34.21
RPAb 6-31G 254.12 247.29 7.79 57.49 55.19
CIS 6-31G 239.52 232.35 11.51 50.42 47.10
CISa 6-31G 236.66 230.00 10.67 46.76 43.69
CISc 6-31G 242.98 236.43 11.49 51.79 48.99
CISD 6-31G 27.83 26.37 2.38 9.94 9.05
CISDT 6-31G 232.68 226.36 9.83 41.87 39.12
CISDTQ~1sf! 6-31G 228.22 222.70 8.67 36.35 33.84
CASSCF-LR 6-31G 230.67 224.97 9.11 39.32 36.61
CASSCF-LRa 6-31G 228.45 223.17 8.45 36.47 33.96
RASSCF11-LR 6-31G 230.91 224.71 10.87 42.20 38.95
RASCIS 6-31G 228.41 224.20 5.49 31.79 29.99
RASCISD 6-31G 218.25 215.11 4.98 22.64 20.93
RASCISDT 6-31G 220.93 216.96 6.28 26.45 24.31
RASCISDTQ 6-31G 220.84 216.86 6.32 26.41 24.26
RASCI~full ! 6-31G 220.85 216.86 6.32 26.43 24.27

aExperimental sin2 uw ,
bReference 31.
cReferences 21 and 22.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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parity violation potentials computed for the experimen
value ofuw . According to Eqs.~4! and~5!, scaling the factor
sin2 uw would be an exact procedure, if the number of ne
trons and protons were the same for all nuclei. This would
the case for D2O2.

The results for the CILR method using excitatio
schemes from CIS to CISDTQ~lsf! ~for the latter we kept
the 1s orbitals of the oxygen atoms frozen! are displayed
in Fig. 2. While the CIS estimates seem to be a reas
able approximation to the CISDT and CISDTQ~lsf! results,
the CISD values account only for roughly one fourth of t
CISDTQ~lsf! values.

We establish a similar trend in calculations where
have only allowed for excitations within an active spa
composed of occupied RHF orbitals and virtual valence
bitals. For this kind of restricted active space configurat
interaction calculation~RASCI! we observe again, that th
RASCISD values are too low compared to those of
RASCISDT and the RASCI~full ! ~see Fig. 3!. Nonetheless,
here the effect is less pronounced. It turns out for the CI
for the RASCI methods as well, that the absolute value of
parity violating potential at a given dihedral angle exhibits
oscillating behavior with respect to the excitation leve
While the series of odd excitation levels~CIS, CISDT and so
forth! seems to asymptotically approach the full CI val

FIG. 2. Epv in hydrogen peroxide for the CI method with various excitati
levels using sin2 uw50.25 ~see text for acronyms!.

FIG. 3. Epv in hydrogen peroxide for the restricted active space CI met
with various excitation levels using sin2 uw50.25 ~see text for acronyms!.
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from above, the even excitation levels~CISD, CISDTQ and
so forth! approach this value from below. We therefore e
pect the value of the parity violating potential of a full C
expansion for this basis set to be bracketed by the inte
given by the CISDT and CISDTQ~lsf! values.

In Fig. 4 we compare the results of the CIS-RHF a
RPA methods already applied in previous work with the
sults from a CISDT and CISDTQ~lsf! calculation, from a
complete active space self-consistent-field–linear respo
~CASSCF-LR! calculation using an active space includin
the valence orbitals as well as the oxygen 1s orbitals, and
finally from a restricted active space self-consistent-fi
computation where we furthermore allowed for excitatio
of one electron from the active space to all the second
orbitals ~RASSCF11-LR!.

For all geometries of hydrogen peroxide studied here
results of the CASSCF-LR calculations fall into the interv
where we expect the full CI value. At small dihedral angl
the high-level RASSCF11-LR method yields essentially th
same parity violating potentials as CASSCF-LR, whereas
large dihedral angles the RASSCF11-LR values almost co-
incide with the results of the CISDT calculation. RPA yield
for large dihedral angles basically the same parity violat
potentials as CASSCF-LR, while at small angles this meth
gives rise to values which are slightly too large in magnitu
CIS tends to give values that are too large by 20–40 perc

Inspection of the CAS wave function shows that f
smaller dihedral angles the HF ground state determinant
comes slightly less dominant and doubly and higher exc
configurations become more important in order to descr
the increasing interaction between the lone-pairs of the o
gen atoms. Consequently the CIS and RPA method are
reliable for these geometries, while both methods work w
qualitatively, since mainly singly excited configurations co
tribute to the parity violating potential, predominantly co
figurations involving the nonoccupiedB-symmetric molecu-
lar orbital, which is essentially described by the 2py22s
hybrid orbitals of the oxygen pointing away from the O–
bond. The variety of CI expansions employed in this stu
revealed that the parity violating potential depends on
interplay of even and odd excitation levels. Since RPA—
contrast to CIS—includes some coupling to doubly exci

d

FIG. 4. Epv in hydrogen peroxide for various methods using sin2 uw50.25
~see text for acronyms!.
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TABLE II. Basis set dependence ofEpv in hydrogen peroxide for
CASSCF-LR and RPA.

Method Basis set

Epv /(10220Eh)

30° 60° 90° 120° 150°

CASSCF-LR 6-31G 230.67 224.97 9.11 39.32 36.61
CASSCF-LR cc-pVDZ 229.86 225.62 7.85 38.87 36.87
CASSCF-LR aug-cc-pVDZ 229.01 225.42 6.93 37.65 36.15
CASSCF-LR aug-cc-pCVDZ232.48 228.60 7.30 41.49 39.94
CASSCF-LR cc-pVTZ 235.66 231.11 8.30 45.16 43.18
CASSCF-LRa cc-pVTZ 233.08 228.86 7.70 41.89 40.05
CASSCF-LR aug-cc-pVTZ 234.87 230.90 7.74 44.48 42.70
CASSCF-LR aug-cc-pCVTZ 236.35 232.17 7.91 46.04 44.32
RPA 6-31G 235.20 230.37 6.08 38.74 36.88
RPA cc-pVDZ 233.48 229.71 5.88 38.93 37.37
RPA aug-cc-pVDZ 233.05 229.74 5.29 38.44 37.30
RPA aug-cc-pCVDZ 237.29 233.67 5.53 42.66 41.53
RPA cc-pVTZ 241.73 237.38 6.34 47.14 45.64
RPAa cc-pVTZ 238.70 234.67 5.88 43.73 42.34
RPA aug-cc-pVTZ 241.04 237.28 5.91 46.80 45.42
RPA aug-cc-pCVTZ 242.45 238.48 6.03 48.14 46.84

aExperimental sin2 uw .

tor

Downloaded 27 Nov 2006 to 129.132.218.31. Redistribution subject to AI
states@through the matrix elementsB11 in Eq. ~14!#, this
method yields quite good values for the parity violating p
tential at larger dihedral angles.

However, these trends obtained with the 6-31G basis
may change with increasing quality of the atomic basis s
In order to investigate the basis set convergence, we repo
Table II RPA and CASSCF-LR calculations using vario
samples from the series of the correlation consistent b
sets introduced by Dunning.55 The two-electron spin–orbi
integrals are the limiting factor for our basis set study, sin
their number is approximately 6 times that of the tw
electron-coulomb integrals. We notice that augmentation
the basis set with diffuse functions has comparatively lit
effect on the parity violating potential compared to the mo
pronounced influence of additional tight functions on the
sult for Epv .

In order to allow for a larger basis set expansion
analyzed the one- and two-electron spin–orbit contributio
to the parity violating potential and tried to find an effectiv
nuclear charge for the one-electron spin–orbit opera
TABLE III. One-electron (1e) versus two-electron (2e) contribution ofĤSO to Epv and resulting scaling factor
f in hydrogen peroxide for various basis sets.

Method Basis set

Epv /(10220Eh)

30° 60° 120° 150°

CASSCF-LR cc-pVDZ 1e 245.66 239.53 58.16 55.42
2e 15.80 13.91 219.29 218.55
f 0.654 0.648 0.668 0.665

aug-cc-pVDZ 1e 244.24 239.09 56.43 54.42
2e 15.23 13.67 218.78 218.26
f 0.656 0.650 0.667 0.664

aug-cc-pCVDZ 1e 249.39 243.77 62.17 60.09
2e 16.92 15.17 220.68 220.15
f 0.658 0.653 0.667 0.665

cc-pVTZ 1e 253.75 247.19 67.01 64.42
2e 18.09 16.08 221.85 221.24
f 0.663 0.659 0.674 0.670

cc-pVTZa 1e 249.81 243.71 62.18 59.76
2e 16.74 14.86 220.29 219.71
f 0.664 0.660 0.674 0.670

aug-cc-pVTZ 1e 252.52 246.86 66.01 63.64
2e 17.64 15.96 221.53 220.94
f 0.664 0.659 0.674 0.671

RPA cc-pVDZ 1e 251.23 245.96 57.78 55.85
2e 17.76 16.25 218.86 218.48
f 0.653 0.646 0.674 0.669

aug-cc-pVDZ 1e 250.48 245.88 57.22 55.88
2e 17.43 16.14 218.78 218.58
f 0.655 0.648 0.672 0.667

aug-cc-pCVDZ 1e 256.80 251.70 63.53 62.19
2e 19.51 18.04 220.87 220.66
f 0.656 0.651 0.672 0.668

cc-pVTZ 1e 262.93 256.85 69.43 67.70
2e 21.21 19.47 222.29 222.06
f 0.663 0.657 0.679 0.674

cc-pVTZa 1e 258.37 252.73 64.40 62.80
2e 19.67 18.06 220.67 220.46
f 0.663 0.657 0.679 0.674

aug-cc-pVTZ 1e 261.88 256.68 68.93 67.32
2e 20.85 19.40 222.13 221.90
f 0.663 0.658 0.679 0.675

aExperimental sin2 uw .
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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which compensates the effect of the two-electron part. T
results are reported in Table III. An effective nuclear cha
of 5.304ue0u for oxygen gives good overall agreement b
tween calculations including one- and two-electron ter
and those using the effective one-electron spin–orbit op
tor. With this value we were able to apply larger basis s
for which the results are given in Table IV. The results sh
that even for the largest basis set used here, there is s
small, but significant increase ofEpv . Indeed, changes with
basis set of the order of 5–20 percent are about as impo
as the differences arising from methods of different qua
~CIS, RPA, CASSCF-LR, etc.!

We may conclude, for the moment, that for the torsio
motion in hydrogen peroxide the CIS method and the
approximation both provide reasonable estimates for the
ity violating potential obtained with the CASSCF-LR a
proach. The magnitude of the CIS results tends to be 20
percent too large while the RP approximation perfor
somewhat better with slight deviations of no more than
percent at small dihedral angles. Apart from CISD, all t
methods applied here provide similar results within a fac
of 3. It thus seems that the order of magnitude of the pa
violating potential in hydrogen peroxide is now certain, e
cluding possible, unexpected relativistic effects from cons
eration. Simple estimates show that further relativistic c
rections onEpv should remain small for this molecule. W
note furthermore that the present calculations use a com
tational approach which is conceptually and practically qu
different from the one we used previously. This provid
independent confirmation of the increase inEpv by an order
of magnitude discovered in Ref. 21, compared to the ea
RHF-SDE results,16 for the test case of hydrogen peroxide

B. Ethylene

While CIS and RPA yield quite reasonable results
hydrogen peroxide, twisted ethylene is quite a different ca
Here CIS and RPA must fail, since both methods require
validity of the RHF picture for the electronic ground sta
which is inadequate for twisted ethylene due to its biradi
loid character.56 In singlet photochemistry ethylene is a we
studied model system for photochemicalcis-trans-

TABLE IV. Parity violating potentials in hydrogen peroxide obtained usi
a one- and two-electron (1e12e) as well as an effective one-electron~eff!
spin–orbit coupling operator.

Method Basis set

Epv /(10220Eh)

30° 60° 90° 120° 150°

CASSCF-LR (1e12e) cc-pVDZ 229.86 225.62 7.85 38.87 36.87
CASSCF-LR~eff! cc-pVDZ 230.45 226.39 7.33 38.72 36.92
CASSCF-LR (1e12e) cc-pVTZ 235.66 231.11 8.30 45.16 43.18
CASSCF-LR~eff! cc-pVTZ 235.84 231.50 7.73 44.64 42.92
CASSCF-LR~eff! cc-pVQZ 240.16 235.85 8.15 50.15 48.39
RPA (1e12e) cc-pVDZ 233.48 229.71 5.88 38.93 37.37
RPA ~eff! cc-pVDZ 234.16 230.66 5.10 38.50 37.22
RPA (1e12e) cc-pVTZ 241.73 237.38 6.34 47.14 45.64
RPA ~eff! cc-pVTZ 241.94 237.90 5.50 46.28 45.14
RPA ~eff! cc-pVQZ 246.86 242.87 5.83 52.11 50.96
RPA ~eff! cc-pV5Z 251.54 247.12 6.46 57.45 56.16
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isomerizations.56,57 In triplet photochemistry it serves as
sample molecule for spin–orbit coupling effects in organ
molecules and as a prototype for derivatives showing ste
selectivity in triplet photoreactions.56 Consequently spin–
orbit coupling in ethylene has been the subject of seve
semi-empirical andab initio studies~see, e.g., Refs. 54, 58
and 59!.

Also the parity violating potential has been calculat
for slightly twisted ethylene,14,15,22 since one might expec
that the RHF picture of the electronic ground state still ho
for those conformations. For larger twisting angles, howev
the SDE-RHF as well as the CIS-RHF description is n
physically justified, as has been shown numerically
Ref. 22.

Since the CASSCF method is suited to describe bira
cals and biradicaloids we have applied the CASSCF-LR
proach to the parity violating potential of twisted ethyle
assuming the same geometry of the enantiomer used in
vious studies,15,16,22 that is C–C and C–H bond lengths o
132 pm and 107 pm, respectively and an H–C–C angle
121.9°~see Fig. 5!.

While planar ethylene exhibits the fullD2h symmetry,
the twist motion lowers the symmetry toD2 and reaches for
a twist angle of 90° a configuration, which belongs to t
point groupD2d . Since it has been shown in Ref. 22 that t
total Epv is the trace of a tensor with componentsEpv

i j ( i , j
5x,y,z), we can now apply group theory to determin
whether the components ofEpv must vanish for symmetry
reasons. As theith component of the spatial part ofĤpv

transforms like the translationTi and thejth component of
the spatial part ofĤSO transforms as the rotationRj , Epv

i j is
only nonvanishing, if the direct product of the irreducib
representation~species! of Ti and the species ofRj contains
the totally symmetric representation. We have compiled
analogy to Ref. 54 the ethylene-specific data in Table
where we have applied Mulliken’s convention for the orie
tation of the molecule. Accordingly,Epv must vanish for
planar ethylene, since this conformation is achiral. Given t
axis system, theEpv tensor is diagonal for twisted ethylene

FIG. 5. Structure and orientation of the twisted ethylene enantiomer use
this study.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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For 90°-twisted ethylene, however, the situation is a lit
more complicated, since the direct productE^ E reduces to a
direct sum A1% A2% B1% B2 , which contains the totally
symmetric representation. Further inspection shows,
TxRx1TyRy transforms asB1 and TxRx2TyRy as A1 .
Therefore it follows thatEpv

xx52Epv
yy . Since TxRy1TyRx

transforms according toA2 andTxRy2TyRx according toB2

both Epv
xy andEpv

yx must vanish.
In Table VI we report the results obtained with th

CASSCF-LR method for a full-valence active space us
various basis sets. In an exploratory study, where we app
an active space solely build from thep- andp* -orbitals, we
observed that for larger twisting angles the converged w
function was not stable in linear response calculations
triplet perturbation. That is, imaginary triplet excitation e
ergies occurred. According to the requirements of Go
et al.60 a proper approximation of theNth electronic state ha
to be variationally correct and the linear response calcula
must be stable and yieldN21 negative excitation energies
Since the latter requirement was not met, we conclude
the wave function we obtained was not a proper represe
tion of theS0 state. Therefore, in the full-valence CASSC
calculation we verified explicitly the stability of each of th
wave functions and computed the number of negative sin
and triplet excitation energies. For geometries in the vicin
of theD2d conformation the wave functions computed usi
larger basis sets were unstable with respect to triplet pe
bations. Although the values for the parity violating pote

TABLE V. Symmetry labels for ethylene.

a
point group

0
D2h

Variable
D2

90
D2d

G for S0 Ag A B1

G(Rx) B3g B3 E
G(Ry) B2g B2 E
G(Rz) B1g B1 A2

G(Tx) B3u B3 E
G(Ty) B2u B2 E
G(Tz) B1u B1 B2

Vanishing Epv
xy , Epv

xz Epv
xz , Epv

yz

Components ~all! Epv
yz , Epv

yx Epv
zx , Epv

zy

Epv
i j of Epv Epv

zx , Epv
zy Epv

zz
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tials for these structures are still reasonable, larger CASS
expansions would be required in order to remove these
stabilities.

We display the parity violating potential in Fig. 6. Th
value forEpv increases nearly linearly with increasing twis
ing angle, reaches a maximum at about 70° and then drop
vanishing Epv for 90°-twisted ethylene, a behavior whic
cannot be reproduced with the CIS method and the RP
proximation. The ethylene example emphasizes the imp
tance of the MCLR approach for a more reliable calculat
of parity violating effects in such molecules not well d
scribed by a single reference wavefunction. Figure 6 a
demonstrates the relatively slow convergence of the ca
latedEpv with basis set size.

IV. CONCLUSION

For current studies of the effects of parity violation
chiral molecules it is of great importance to provide a s
tematic approach to electroweak quantum chemistry, wh
not only supplies some practical quantum chemical work
scheme, but also allows for an estimate of the reliability
the theoretical results and a route towards systematic
provements.

FIG. 6. Parity violating potential calculated with CASSCF-LR for vario
twisting angles of ethylene using various basis sets (sin2 uw50.25). Data
points marked with asterisks correspond to wave functions which are
stable with respect to triplet perturbations.
les
TABLE VI. Parity violating potential in ethylene calculated with CASSCF-LR for various twisting ang
~results in parentheses are not based on a stable wave function!.

Basis set

Epv /(10220Eh)

10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 90°

STO-3G 1.12 2.23 3.29 4.26 5.08 5.57 5.36 3.67 0.00
6-31G 1.71 3.39 5.01 6.55 7.93 8.99 9.22 6.97 ~0.00!
6-31Ga 1.58 3.14 4.65 6.08 7.36 8.34 8.55 6.46 ~0.00!
aug-cc-pCVDZ 1.98 3.94 5.86 7.69 9.38 10.70 11.42 ~9.36! ~0.00!
TZ** 2.25 4.48 6.65 8.72 10.63 12.20 12.86 ~10.39! ~0.00!
TZ** a 2.09 4.15 6.16 8.09 9.86 11.31 11.92 ~9.63! ~0.00!

aExperimental sin2 uw .
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We have presented a multiconfiguration linear respo
approach to parity violating effects in molecules. Th
method allows the computation and the systematic stud
Epv at various levels of sophistication, beginning with t
comparatively low-level approaches such as CIS and R
progressing to CASSCF and finally approaching the full
limit. This is especially valuable for the investigation of bi
logically relevant and spectroscopically accessible m
ecules, since we can judge with a few costly high-le
benchmark calculations the performance and reliability
computationally less demanding approximations.

The calculations for hydrogen peroxide indicate that C
and RPA give reasonable results for the parity violating
tentials in this molecule. The random-phase approxima
seems to be slightly superior when considering both the q
ity of the results and computational cost. The values obtai
with the CASSCF-LR method are close to those of the m
more expensive CISDT and CISDTQ~1sf! methods. The
large variety of basis sets applied here to hydrogen pero
suggests that diffuse functions are less important than t
functions. Nevertheless, a sufficient number of polarizat
functions is required, where ‘‘sufficient’’ depends on th
method applied.

The investigation of twisted ethylene stresses the imp
tance of a systematic approach to the calculation of pa
violating effects. The MCLR method can be applied, whe
other methods must inherently fail such as for open s
systems, for excited electronic states and, as studied h
some unsaturated systems with partial open shell chara
The methods developed here and demonstrated with the
ample ethylene can be applied to other unsaturated c
systems such as allene derivatives and related molec
which will be of interest to experimental approaches to m
sureEpv .24 The inherent accuracy of the approach render
also suitable to calculate spectral properties such as
quency shifts in chiral molecules, which are of curre
interest.26–28,61–64,66–69

The MCLR approach is a well suited tool to provid
theoretical information for on-going attempts to observe p
ity violating effects in molecules experimentally. As long
the parity violating Hamiltonian used in our calculation pr
vides a reasonable picture of the underlying interactions
may assume that the computed values are close~at least as
far as the order of magnitude is concerned! to the exact val-
ues. Relativistic effects are expected to be small for m
ecules involving only elements from the first rows of t
periodic system as has been confirmed recently in relativ
calculations on H2O2 and H2S2

67 ~and other molecules!.
However, future experiments have to provide the ultim
test for the validity of current theoretical approaches to
calculation of parity violating potentials.
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